The Swedish mathematician Torsten Brodén (1857Brodén ( -1931 wrote two articles on the foundations of Euclidean geometry. The first was published in 1890, almost a decade before Hilbert's first attempt, and the second was published in 1912. Brodén's philosophical view of the nature of geometry is discussed and his thoughts on axiomatic systems are described. His axiomatic system for Euclidean geometry from 1890 is considered in detail and compared with his later work on the foundations of geometry. The two continuity axioms given are compared to and proved to imply Hilbert's two continuity axioms of 1903. © 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The axiomatic system of Euclidean geometry that has gained most favor is due to David Hilbert (1862 -1943 , whose Grundlagen der Geometrie first appeared in 1899. His system is built up from undefined concepts, which he calls "point," "line," and "plane," and from the undefined relations "incidence of points," "incidence of lines," "incidence of planes," "betweenness of points," "congruence of segments," and "congruence of angles." The properties of the undefined concepts and relations are specified by the axioms as expressing certain related facts basic to our intuition.
Hilbert's work was the result of a long tradition of research into the foundations of geometry. The realization that Euclidean geometry was not necessarily the geometry of physical space made mathematicians fully aware that the deficiencies in Euclid's Elements were a serious problem, and that a reconstruction had to be made. 1 During the last couple of decades of the 19th century an extensive discussion on the foundations of geometry took place in Germany and Italy. The mathematicians in Scandinavia do not seem to have taken part in this discussion, with one exception. The Swedish mathematician Torsten Brodén (1857 Brodén ( -1931 wrote two articles on the foundations of geometry. One was published in 1890 and the other was presented at the Second Scandinavian Mathematical Congress in 1911 and published the following year. In the 1890 article Om geometriens principer ("On the Principles of Geometry"), an axiomatic system for Euclidean geometry is developed and some philosophical statements on geometry and its teaching are given. In the Congress article Ett axiomsystem för den euklidiska geometrien ("An Axiomatic System of the Euclidean Geometry"), the earlier system is presented again, but in a slightly revised and more condensed form.
Torsten Brodén 2 was born on the 16th of December 1857 in Skara, Sweden. He began his studies at the University of Uppsala in 1877, but transferred two years later to the University of Lund. There he presented, in the spring of 1886, his Ph.D. thesis, with the title Om rotationsytors deformation till nya rotationsytor med särskildt afseende på algebraiska ytor ("On the Deformation of Surfaces of Rotation to New Surfaces of Rotation with Special Attention to Algebraic Surfaces"). He continued teaching at the Mathematical Seminar in Lund and at secondary school before he in 1906 succeeded C.F.E. Björling (1839 Björling ( -1910 as a professor of mathematics at the University of Lund. He retired as professor emeritus in 1922.
Brodén died on the 6th of July, 1931. When his wife, Fanny Kallenberg, whom he had married in 1896, died in 1952, their effects were donated to the society Kungliga Fysiografiska Sällskapet i Lund to establish a fund for their memory, Torsten och Fanny Brodéns fond [Brodén, 1950] . Brodén had been elected a member of the society, whose main purpose was to support research, in 1894. The fund still exists today and pays out scholarships for young researchers at the university of Lund.
Brodén's mathematical activity was unusually many-faceted. He worked in such diverse fields as algebraic geometry, elliptic functions, Fuchsian differential equations, set theory, and the logical foundations of mathematics. Among Swedish mathematicians of his time he had an exceptional position because of his pronounced philosophical interest [Zeilon, 1931, p. 59*] .
Of great importance for his future career seems to be an occasion in 1891 when Brodén got a traveling scholarship, Riksstatens mindre resestipendium, and traveled to Germany and Austria for six months. 3 The purpose of this trip was, on the one hand, to study how mathematics was taught at the universities on the continent, and, on the other hand, to study mathematics and to do research. Brodén visited several universities, among others in Berlin, Heidelberg, Münich, and Vienna. He stayed several months in Berlin, where he followed two courses given by Leopold Kronecker (1823 Kronecker ( -1891 , Theorie der elliptischen Functionen zweier Paare reeler Argumente and Allgemeine Arithmetik, erster Theil and a course given by Lazarus Fuchs (1833 Fuchs ( -1902 , Einleitung in die Theorie der Differentialgleichungen. Brodén claims that he got ideas for further research in private conversations with Kronecker, but unfortunately Kronecker suddenly died at the end of the year.
Dennis Hesseling mentions Brodén in his book on the foundational crisis in mathematics that had unfolded in the 1920s as a reaction to Brouwer's intuitionism. Brodén criticized the intuitionists for being primarily motivated by the fear of antinomies, and claimed that these could instead be resolved in a different way [Hesseling, 2003, pp. 175-176] . Brodén was also involved in the development of modern probability. Jan von Plato claims that Brodén in his study of Gyldén's problem, i.e., the question of limiting distribution of integers in a continued fraction, was the first to apply measure theory to probability theory [von Plato, 1994, p. 31 ].
Brodén's work on the axiomatization of geometry attracted some earlier attention in Contro [1985] . As a starting point Contro states that during the latter part of the 1880s all parts of geometrical axiomatics were treated and only had to be combined into a unit so that the modern axiomatic could arise. He claims that it is already well known that this happened in Germany via Hilbert and in Italy via Peano and his school, and that Brodén's 1890 article shows that this also happened in Scandinavia.
However, Brodén is not a major figure in the history of geometry and he does not possess the general concept of a formal system that would later appear with Hilbert. But he did have some good ideas and is historically interesting as 1 Of particular interest was the problem whether or not Euclid's parallel axiom is independent from the other postulates and common notions.
Other deficiencies in Euclid's Elements were the tacit assumptions regarding the continuity and the infinite extent of the straight line.
2 Biographical notes on Torsten Brodén can be found in Svenskt Biografiskt Lexikon [1925] . 3 Details about Brodén's journey can be found in Brodén [1892] .
someone who shared contemporary interest in the foundations of geometry. The intention with this article is to make a thorough analysis of Brodén's foundational work and to investigate his general view on science and mathematics. In particular, I will investigate his thoughts on geometry and its nature and what consequences his view has for how he proceeds in developing the axiomatic system.
Brodén's 1890 paper

Brodén's conception of geometry
Brodén's first article on the axiomatization of geometry was published in Pedagogisk Tidskrift, a pedagogical journal for Swedish secondary school teachers, in 1890. In the article Brodén gives a philosophical and pedagogical discourse on geometry and develops an axiomatic system for Euclidean geometry.
In his remarks on the nature of geometry [Brodén, 1890, pp. 218-220] , one clearly sees the influence of Hermann von Helmholtz (1821 Helmholtz ( -1894 on Brodén. Brodén claims [Brodén, 1890, p. 218] that Geometry, if it should have some application to the objects of nature, has to be looked upon as a natural science, an empirical, inductive science.
But he does not consider geometry to be like any other science. Quoting Helmholtz' 1882 article Über den Ursprung und Sinn der geometrischen Sätze, he states that geometry is "die erste und vollendetste der Naturwissenschaften."
Despite the fact that Brodén considers geometry to be a science, he considers science to presuppose geometry (that is why geometry is "die erste"). The reason for this is that science endeavours to reduce different phenomena to "motion," but to comprehend motion we need "empty, stationary space" as a background. In this sense one may say that motion presupposes geometry, he claims.
Even though Brodén considers geometry to be an empirical science, he claims that it deals with ideal objects that are not revealed by immediate external experience. He does not consider this to be a conflict and draws parallels to attempts to systematize chemistry and physics, where the ideal objects correspond to "atoms" and "ether vibrations," respectively. Empirical comprehension, he claims, should only be considered a starting point. He claims that phenomena of nature can never be thoroughly explained, but experience can never lead to logical contradictions. Thus all our knowledge must be arranged under the logical foundations, which he considers to be an a priori element of all our knowledge.
Referring to Georg Cantor (1845 -1918 and Richard Dedekind (1831 -1916 , Brodén claims that arithmetic can be considered as a logical system independently of time and space intuition. He points out that, in spite of the starting point that it is to be considered as a natural science, geometry, as a logical possibility, also can be independent of time and space intuition, since "geometry is nothing but arithmetic, or can at least be totally dressed in arithmetic terms" [Brodén, 1890, p. 219] . In this way, Brodén claims, Euclidean geometry becomes an a priori possible logical form among many other geometries. Its special importance, he continues, is first gained through reality.
In relation to this discussion Brodén mentions Immanuel Kant (1724 -1804 . He claims that his conception of geometry does not altogether contradict Kant's ideas. Instead he considers his view on the nature of geometry as a development of Kant's theories. But Brodén does not at all consider that Kant regards geometry as synthetic a priori, which has nothing to do with an empirical concept.
Pedagogical motivation
Brodén's aim with his 1890 article appears to be to take part in a contemporary pedagogical debate on the problems in Swedish schools. He points out that there are defects in the teaching of geometry but does not further discuss what these are or how to do something about them. His aim is not to call for major reforms in the immediate future. As a reason for this he refers to, among other things, the difficult nature of geometry and the fact that a thorough judgment of the scientific aspects of geometry demands considerations of deep and disputed questions.
As a starting point in his investigation, Brodén discusses the often-heard statement that the value of geometry as a school subject lies in the possibility for it to be treated in a strictly "scientific" way [Brodén, 1890, p. 218] . To decide if this statement is true, he seeks to investigate, on the one hand, what a strictly scientific geometry should look like, and, on the other hand, if such a scientific character is possible or suitable at the school level. His axiomatic system is the result of his investigation into what a scientific geometry should look like. His conclusion after carrying out this investigation is that a strictly scientific geometry should not be present undiluted in school [Brodén, 1890, pp. 263-265] . It is a difficult balancing act between, on the one hand, keeping a scientific direction in education and, on the other, taking into consideration the students' ability. Even though the value of geometry, as a school subject, is considered to lie in its ability to be treated in a strictly scientific way, Brodén is of the opinion that understanding and simplicity should have priority. He continues that it is a practical, rather than a scientific, teaching that should be aimed at, but at the same time, education in geometry should prepare the students for possibly more rigorous studies.
Brodén wants to gain support for his views by carrying out a detailed examination of the foundations of geometry. He does this by first considering a few criteria which the basic notions and axioms for a scientific geometry should fulfil. Thereafter he explains how he picks out the basic notions and then he carries out the axiomatization. Finally he gives a proof that his axioms are sufficient to obtain Euclidean geometry.
It seems that the article did not receive a lot of attention from mathematicians, even though Brodén wrote a summary of the mathematical part of his work for the Jahrbuch über die Fortschritte der Mathematik [Brodén, 1893] . A major reason for this might be that the Swedish language was an obstacle for an international audience. Another reason might be his choice of a pedagogical journal instead of a mathematical journal.
The axiomatic system
Brodén considers the goal of science to be to obtain a clear insight into the "nature of objects." To attain this a scientific system should be built up from a number of undefined "basic notions" and a number of unproven "axioms." He gives a number of criteria that these basic notions and axioms for a scientific geometry should fulfil [Brodén, 1890, pp. 220-221] :
1. The notions should be reduced to the smallest possible number of undefined basic notions. 2. All theorems should be proved from the smallest possible number of unproven axioms. 3. There should be the greatest possible degree of empirical evidence for the axioms. 4. The axioms should form a homogeneous system. 5. The sufficiency of the axioms for arranging geometry under certain logical forms should be clear. 6. The axioms should be independent of one another.
Brodén does not explain what he means with a homogeneous system, but he claims that his axiomatics satisfies this requirement. He might allude to a homogeneous ontology in the axiomatic system, i.e., a scientific system should be built up of similar components and one should only use objects from the same category.
With the third criterion the empirical view Brodén has of geometry shines through. However, it cannot be decided whether the axioms are to be derived inductively from empirical evidence or whether they should be compatible with empirical evidence, which could be possible even in a formal system. Brodén is aware that different geometries (hyperbolic, elliptic) are possible, but points out that empirical evidence (for example, using triangles on an astronomical scale) up to now shows no significant deviation from Euclidean geometry.
With the first and second criteria Brodén probably wants to emphasize that the basic notions and axioms must be chosen in an "intelligent" way; i.e., we should try to choose them in such a way that we need as few of them as possible. He claims that "a reduction to the smallest possible [number of axioms] is the goal of science" [Brodén, 1890, p. 260] . We see that a balance in the choice of axioms has to be maintained so that the second and fourth criteria are fulfilled; at the same time as the axioms are chosen in an "intelligent" way, the empirical evidence should continue to be clear.
Contro interprets the second criterion to be the same as the sixth; i.e., he considers the reduction to the smallest possible number of axioms to be the same as an independence criterion [Contro, 1985, p. 627] . However, I do not agree with this interpretation, since Brodén seems to give a different meaning to the term "independent" than we do today. The meaning of the axioms in Brodén's system depends upon the preceding ones. This suggest that he considers an axiom to be independent if it cannot be deduced from the previously stated axioms.
The first thing Brodén has to do in establishing an axiomatic system for geometry is to determine the basic notions, i.e., to determine the undefined notions that are needed to formulate the axioms and to give further definitions. Since he considers geometry to reduce all phenomena to motion he carries out a careful analysis of it [Brodén, 1890, pp. 221-223] . He claims motion to be a change in certain relations between objects; i.e., motion has to do with a collection of objects and a collection of relations between them. This leads him to the conclusion that the two basic notions "point" and "immediate equality of distance," or "AP = BP ," are enough.
Brodén continues to establish the 16 axioms from which Euclidean geometry should be built up [Brodén, 1890, pp. 223-230] . The axioms and definitions as presented are literal translations from Swedish.
In establishing the axiomatic system, Brodén first wants to completely determine the notion of a straight line, before he proceeds to introduce the plane. To do this he needs to establish a more general notion of equality of distance than the basic notion "immediate equality of distance." As a first axiom he introduces an axiom of transitivity of equal distances; i.e., if AP = BP and CP = BP , then AP = CP : Axiom I. Distances (from the same point) that equal one and the same distance are equal to each other.
Brodén does not indicate when he uses this axiom. With the basic notion "AP = BP " he cannot talk about a set of points having the same distance to a given point. With the introduction of Axiom I this becomes possible.
To be able to define the straight line Brodén now discusses the motion that is still possible in space when two of its points are fixed. Next to these two points also other points are fixed, and the collection of all these fixed points must form a straight line. But Brodén is not satisfied with defining the line in this way. He introduces, referring to Wolfgang Bolyai (1775 Bolyai ( -1846 , the notion of "Einzig" or "singularly related to." 4 A point P is singularly related to two points A and B if P does not have the same distances to A and B as any other point P . In particular, A and B are singularly related to themselves. With the help of this concept Brodén now states the following axiom and gives the definition of the straight line:
Axiom II. Two points unambiguously determine a system of points, which form the total of all points singularly related to any two chosen points in the system. Definition. Such a system of points is called a line.
By "line" Brodén means "straight line." Henceforth I will simply use the term "line." Axiom II gives some kind of symmetry on the line; for two arbitrarily chosen points on the line every other point on the line is the only point with given distances to the two chosen points. However, the remaining characteristics of the line do not logically follow from the axioms mentioned so far. Brodén also wants an inner symmetry on the line. To obtain this he formulates the following two axioms: Axiom III. Every point P on a line defines a unique symmetric correspondence between the points of the line, where the distances from two corresponding points to the point P are equal, the distances from noncorresponding points to P are not equal, and P is the only point corresponding only to itself. Axiom IV. Two points define one and only one correspondence such that the points correspond to each other.
With Axiom III, a reflection at an arbitrarily chosen point is established on the line, and Axiom IV forces two arbitrarily chosen points to unambiguously determine such a reflection where these two points will correspond to each other. In this symmetrical reflection one and only one point will correspond uniquely to itself, and Brodén can now give the following definition:
Definition. The point corresponding to itself in the correspondence determined by two other points is called the midpoint of the two points.
With this definition, Brodén still cannot say anything about a point lying "between" two other points, or a distance being "bigger than" or "smaller than" another distance. To do this he has to introduce an "ordering axiom," but before he does this he defines the general notion of "equal distance" on the line and he gives a more general axiom on equality of distance. If we in the following definition let A = B and B = A it follows that the distance from A to B equals the distance from B to A.
Definition. The distance (on a line) between A and B equals the distance between A and B if there is a symmetric correspondence where A corresponds to A and B corresponds to B (or A corresponds to B and B corresponds to A ).
Axiom V. The distances (on a line), which equal one and the same distance, equal each other.
With this axiom Brodén can now compare arbitrary distances on the line in the sense of deciding whether they are equal or not, but he still cannot say anything about the distance between points which are not on the same line. Furthermore, the axioms stated so far do not suffice to characterize the inner structure of the line in Euclidean space. For example, there is still the possibility of finite geometries. Brodén gives a model (however, he does not use the word "model") of a finite geometry that fulfils all the axioms he has stated so far. A straight line in this geometry consists of the vertices of a regular polygon with an odd number of edges. If for example we consider the line formed by the vertices of a pentagon as in the figure below, the distance between two points sharing the same side of the pentagon is constant. The point P defines a unique symmetric correspondence, where A corresponds to A and B corresponds to B . The same correspondence is uniquely defined by the two points A and A , and P will be the midpoint of these two points.
To exclude finite geometries, Brodén has to include axioms that, together with the axioms already stated, imply that the line is an infinite continuum, i.e., that after the choice of a "zero-point" (A) and a "one-point" (B), the line will unambiguously correspond to the real numbers R. The first obstacle to doing this is to determine points on the line corresponding to the natural numbers.
Brodén claims that on the line there has to be a system of points with the characteristics that, if M is the midpoint of the point B and an arbitrary point P in the system, and if the point Q corresponds symmetrically to the point A with respect to M, then Q also belongs to the system, and each point in the system has the same relation to some other point in the system as Q has to P . Brodén calls Q the point "immediately following" P , and P is the point "immediately preceding" Q. With this construction Brodén can successively traverse a distance AB on the line, and he can now give the following axiom, which excludes all finite geometries: Axiom VI. On the straight line there is a system of points such that every point in the system has points in the system immediately following and immediately preceding it, with the single exception that the point A does not have a preceding point.
This axiom could be interpreted in the following way: if a length AB is successively traversed on the line, one does not come back to the starting point. With this axiom Brodén can characterize points on the line which correspond to the natural numbers. If the point A is the zero-point and B is the one-point, he can now successively traverse the distance one without coming back to the beginning and thus obtain all the natural numbers. By means of a symmetric correspondence with respect to the zero-point, he can also characterize the negative integers. Thus, with this axiom Brodén achieves an ordering of certain points on the line. Now Brodén can define the notions "between," "greater than," and "smaller than," at least regarding the points in the system mentioned in Axiom VI. Brodén does not show how to do this; he just states that this can now easily be done.
However, Axiom VI is not enough to gain an unambiguous correspondence between all the points on the line and the real numbers, i.e., to get a continuous line. Brodén shows this by considering the two points P and Q, where Q is the point immediately following P , and N is the midpoint of Q and P . He claims that he can show, without difficulty, that N belongs to a system of positive integers, where A is chosen as zero-point and the midpoint between A and B is chosen as one-point, and P and Q are the points immediately preceding respectively following N . It is clear, he further claims, that N cannot coincide with A, since then P should immediately precede A, which contradicts Axiom VI.
This method, Brodén continues, can easily be generalized so that the midpoint between two arbitrary consecutive points in the original system of positive integers can not coincide with any point in this system. By constructing midpoints of all consecutive points, he claims, nothing but new points are obtained, and together with the original points they form a new system of positive integers. By successively constructing new midpoints, new systems of positive integers are obtained. This leads, he continues, to a system of points that unambiguously is represented by all positive and negative integers and fractions, with the denominator being a power of 2.
However, as Brodén also points out, if one takes two different starting points A and B, for example, the zero-point and the three-point instead of the zero-point and the one-point, then the new set of points obtained by successively taking midpoints does not contain all the points in the original set of points. So, if he does not want to impose further restrictions, Brodén continues, he has to allow "different relations" among the points of the line. But since our experience does not give any indication of such a difference, Brodén realizes that he has to include a further axiom regarding the inner structure of the points of the line. With this axiom he wants to achieve a correspondence between every point on the line and the real numbers; i.e., he wants to obtain continuity of the line. The idea behind the axiom is to successively take midpoints of smaller and smaller intervals and to take the limit. With a construction like this Brodén obtains a bijection between the line and the real numbers. To be able to express this in an easier way he introduces the so-called c-system, which I will now outline.
With the number system a/2 n (a, n integers), i.e., the number system corresponding to the points of the line obtained by taking the midpoint a finite number of times, as basis, Brodén claims that all real numbers can be represented. He proceeds with the statement that, if n assumes all possible positive integer values, then
represents a system of points with the relation to the one-point that there are points in the system whose distance to it is smaller than any given distance; i.e., the one-point is a "limit point" for the system. He claims that this in fact is the only limit point of the system, and that the one-point cannot be a limit point for any other infinite system
where c 0 is an integer or zero and c i , i 1, are equal to zero or one, but not all equal to zero after some given i. The requirement that not all c i are equal to zero after a certain point guarantees unambiguity, i.e., that no two different systems have the same limit point. A system such as this Brodén refers to as a c-system in reduced form, noticing that every infinite system
where b i equals 0, +1, or −1, through the merging of the negative terms with the previous positive term, can be reduced to a c-system. Brodén now notices that not every c-system has a limit point in the system a/2 n . So to expand the point system on the line, he simply wants every c-system to have a limit point. But he has to express this in a different manner, since, if he goes outside the system a/2 n the notions of "greater than" and "smaller than" still do not have any meaning and thus the notion of "limit point" cannot be used. To get around this problem he expresses the axiom in the following way:
Axiom VII. Between c-systems and the points of a line, a mutually unambiguous correspondence can be established so that to two arbitrary c-systems
there correspond two points, whose distance to each other equals the distance from the zero-point to the point corresponding to the set
or its reduced set, and the one-point corresponds to the set
The axiom talks of a "mutually unambiguous correspondence" between infinite c-systems and points on the line, and thus, using modern terminology, we would say that there is a bijection between the real numbers and the points on a line. In fact, what has been shown is much stronger, that the line and the real numbers are identical, since the bijection is distance-preserving. The axiomatic construction of the line is finished, because there is a fully worked out theory of real numbers.
Brodén continues to determine the geometry of the plane. He does this in a very similar way as with the line, by considering symmetries. But first he wants to introduce an axiom that helps him to further determine the notion of equality of distance.
Axiom VIII. On every line through an arbitrary point P there exist points, whose distances from P equal the distance to P from an arbitrary point in space.
From previous axioms it follows that there exist two such points on the line whose distances from a point P on the line equal the distance from P to an arbitrary point in space.
Now Brodén can give a definition which helps him to compare two arbitrary distances.
Definition. The distances AB and CD are equal if, on the straight line AC, the distances from A and C, which equal AB respectively CD, are also equal to each other.
With this Brodén can now add an axiom which gives a general notion of equality of distance.
Axiom IX. Without exception it holds good that the distances that are equal to one and the same are equal to each other.
Definition. Two systems of points are equivalent if an unambiguous mutual correspondence can be established, for which all corresponding distances are equal.
With the following axiom, Brodén wants to introduce the plane by the construction of a system of points. If there is such a system, he claims, it has to be generated by a line that rotates around a fixed point following a line. Our experience, he continues, tells us that a system of this kind arises, but for the sake of simplicity he chooses to formulate the axiom in the following way: Axiom X. There is a system of points, such that a line through two arbitrarily chosen points in the system completely belongs to the system, without filling the complete space.
Definition. Such a system of points is called a plane.
After introducing the plane, it is now plausible for Brodén to seek analogies between the fundamental properties of the plane and of the line. He does this in the following three axioms, which correspond to Axioms III and IV. With these axioms he obtains a "symmetrical equivalence" in the plane, which can be considered as a reflection of the plane in a line lying in the plane.
Axiom XI. Every line in the plane uniquely defines a symmetric equivalence, where every point on the line, but no other point, is self-corresponding.
Axiom XII. Two arbitrarily chosen points unambiguously define such an equivalence, where they correspond to each other. 5
Axiom XIII. The self-corresponding line is the complete locus for equal distance from two corresponding points.
Definition. The self-corresponding line in a symmetrical equivalence is called the axis of symmetry.
However, these axioms are still not sufficient for the establishment of Euclidean geometry. Brodén points out that a so-called "pseudo-spherical" geometry, i.e., a hyperbolic geometry with constant negative curvature, is still possible. To exclude this he has to add an axiom, which is a version of Euclid's parallel axiom.
Axiom XIV. The complete locus for symmetrically corresponding points with the same mutual distance as two given points forms two lines.
With the axioms stated so far, Brodén claims, Euclidean plane geometry appears. Now that the inner structure of the plane has been taken care of, he proceeds to space and adds the final two axioms: Axiom XV. Through three arbitrarily chosen points in space there goes a plane, and if the points are not in a straight line, there is only one such plane.
Axiom XVI. Two planes cannot have only one point in common.
The last axiom, Brodén claims, excludes a fourth dimension. Thus, he continues, he now has all the requirements needed for establishing Euclidean three-dimensional geometry.
The proof of sufficiency
After stating the axioms, Brodén gives an explicit proof for the sufficiency of Axioms I to XIV for establishing plane Euclidean geometry by deriving the distance formula for two arbitrary points, and, after adding Axioms XV and XVI, he claims that he can prove sufficiency for establishing three-dimensional Euclidean geometry in a similar manner [Brodén, 1890, pp. 230-235] . In this section I will present and explain Brodén's proof.
It might be a bit hard to grasp Brodén's proof of sufficiency, since it is quite long and he makes no effort to give an overview of his ideas. The entire proof is written as one long account. To make Brodén's argumentation easier to read, I will dissect it into several propositions with shorter proofs and I will also include some illustrations. In the proofs of the propositions I will follow Brodén very closely. In between I will try to give a more general overview of what he is doing. The reader can, without losing track of Brodén's main idea, skip the details in the proofs.
Brodén starts his discussion by claiming that, in a symmetrical equivalence in the plane, a line will correspond to another line. He says that this is obvious, but he does not give a proof. However, there does not seem to be any easy way to prove this claim, and perhaps it should be regarded as an additional axiom. Brodén continues stating that, if the two lines intersect, they will do so on the axis of symmetry, and if a line goes through two points that correspond symmetrically to each other, then the line must correspond to itself. He now gives the definition of a line being "perpendicular" to another line.
Definition.
A self-corresponding line that joins two points that correspond to each other in a symmetrical equivalence is perpendicular to the axis of symmetry.
Brodén further claims (again without giving a proof) that, through a point not on a given line, there goes one and only one line perpendicular to the line. If the point lies on a line there is also one and only one line through the point perpendicular to the given line. This last statement Brodén proves explicitly, but to be able to do this he first has to show that the notion of a line being perpendicular to another line is a symmetric relation.
Proposition 1. If a line B is perpendicular to another line A then A is perpendicular to B.
Proof. Suppose the line B is perpendicular to the line A, i.e., B is a self-corresponding line in the symmetric equivalence where A is the axis of symmetry. The two lines A and B have a point of intersection, namely the midpoint of two points on B that correspond to each other in the symmetric equivalence where A is the axis of symmetry. Let this point be O. Let P and P be two arbitrary points on B that correspond symmetrically to each other, and let R and S be two points on A whose distance from O is equal to the distance OP (and consequently also equal to OP ).
The points P and R determine a symmetric equivalence where the axis of symmetry goes through O. In the same way S and P determine a symmetric equivalence where the axis of symmetry goes through O. In the former equivalence, P and R correspond to each other, and, since O corresponds to itself, the line B and the line A correspond to each other, and the points P and S correspond to each other. In the latter equivalence, the points S and P respectively R and P correspond to each other.
If now the two equivalences are combined, an equivalence is obtained in which the lines A and B each correspond to themselves, but the point O is the only point corresponding to itself, and R and S correspond to each other. Thus two corresponding points on each line lie symmetrically to O.
If we now put this equivalence together with the original (the symmetric equivalence that had the line A as axis of symmetry) we get an equivalence in which every point on the line B corresponds to itself, and the line A connects points that correspond to each other. Thus A is a self-corresponding line in the symmetric equivalence where the line B is the axis of symmetry, i.e., the line A is perpendicular to the line B. 2
Now that Brodén has proved that the notion "perpendicular" is a symmetrical relation, he claims that it is easy to see that through every point on a line there is one and only one perpendicular line. He gives the following proof of this:
Proposition 2. Through every point O on a line A goes one line B perpendicular to A.
Proof. Choose two arbitrary points on the line A that symmetrically correspond to each other with respect to the point O. The symmetrical axis B to A with respect to these two points goes through O. The line A is perpendicular to the line B, and thus the line B is perpendicular to the line A. But through O there can only be one line perpendicular to A, since, if there were more, A would be perpendicular to all of them, and then two symmetrical points on the line A would correspond to several different axes of symmetry. Thus there can only be one line B through O perpendicular to A. 2 Brodén claims that he now, without any difficulty, can unambiguously determine the position of a point in the plane. This he does by constructing a coordinate system where the position of each point is described by its coordinates. To construct this coordinate system Brodén chooses two arbitrary lines A and B that are perpendicular to each other and have the intersection point O. On each of the lines he chooses a "one-point," both of which have the same distance from O, which in turn he chooses as the "zero-point" of the two lines. The points of the lines are now (according to Axiom VII) unambiguously determined by real numbers.
To determine an arbitrarily chosen point P in the plane, Brodén puts two lines through this point, perpendicular to the lines A and B, and intersecting these lines in the points X and Y . The two points X and Y are represented by the real numbers x and y. He assigns these two numbers to the point P .
Brodén now points out that, because of the parallel axiom, i.e., Axiom XIV, every pair of values of x and y will determine one and only one point in the plane. 6 He proves this explicitly:
Proposition 3. Every pair of values of x and y corresponds to one and only one point in the plane.
Proof. Consider two lines L and L that, with respect to the line A (the x-axis) as axis of symmetry, form a locus of symmetric points with the same mutual distance. These lines must intersect the line B (the y-axis), since on this line there are two points, symmetric with respect to O, with the same mutual distance as two arbitrarily given points. It is possible to arbitrarily choose two symmetrical points since, according to the assumptions about the line, all lines are "equivalent systems."
The lines L and L must be perpendicular to the y-axis, since their relation to the x-axis, to form a locus of symmetric points with the same mutual distance, cannot change through some equivalence in which the x-axis corresponds to itself. Therefore, in such an equivalence, L and L must either correspond to each other or correspond to themselves. The latter is valid, in particular, for the symmetry with the y-axis as axis of symmetry. Since L and L intersect the axis of symmetry in different points, and in this symmetry cannot correspond to each other, L and L must each correspond to themselves, i.e., be perpendicular to the y-axis. But the y-axis is an arbitrary line perpendicular to the x-axis. Thus, it must hold that if two lines, with respect to a third line A as axis of symmetry, form a locus for corresponding points with the same mutual distance, then these two lines must be perpendicular to every line that is perpendicular to A. 7 Conversely, it also holds that if a line L is perpendicular to another line B and this in turn is perpendicular to a third line A, then the first line L together with its, with respect to A, symmetrically corresponding line L , forms a locus for corresponding points with the same mutual distance in relation to A. This is so easily realized that a proof of it need not be written out.
Since, as just pointed out, a line that belongs to such a locus, must intersect every line that is perpendicular to the axis of symmetry, it holds that two lines, each of which is perpendicular to one of two mutually perpendicular lines, have one (and of course only one) point in common. From this it follows that, to every pair of values of x and y, there corresponds one and only one point in the plane. 2 Now Brodén gives the definition of two lines being parallel to each other: 6 It should be noted that it is also true in elliptical and hyperbolic geometry that every pair of values (x, y) will determine one and only one point in the plane. Thus, this statement does not require Axiom XIV, as Brodén claims.
7 Here Brodén goes from Axiom XIV to the existence of rectangles. The rectangles will be formed by the two parallel lines L and L and two lines perpendicular to the line A.
Definition. Two lines, which are perpendicular to the same line, are parallel.
It remains for Brodén to determine the mutual position between points whose x-and y-values are given. For this he needs to be able to do a coordinate transformation. 8 To do so he first defines the notion of "transforming an object along a line." This notion connects very closely to the notion of "transforming a line along itself," so he only refers to the account of the latter. The only difference is that, instead of keeping to the points of the line as in the latter case, he now has to consider the lines perpendicular to the line the object is transformed along.
With the notion of "transforming a line along itself," Brodén means the possibility of an unambiguous and asymmetric correspondence in which all corresponding distances are equal (i.e., if A corresponds to A and B to B then AB = A B ) and the distance between two corresponding points is constant (i.e., AA = BB ). This is done by performing the composition of two symmetric correspondences in the following way: Proposition 4. There is an unambiguous and asymmetric correspondence on the line at which corresponding distances on the line are everywhere equal and the distance between two corresponding points is constant.
Proof. Suppose we want to establish such a correspondence in which a given point A corresponds to another given point A . First perform the symmetric correspondence in which A corresponds to A , and thereafter correspond symmetrically with respect to A :
The result will be an asymmetric transformation that leaves all distances unchanged. That the distance between two corresponding, but otherwise arbitrarily chosen, points B and B will equal the distance AA is realized in the following way:
Let B correspond symmetrically to B with respect to the midpoint M of A and A , so that MB = MB. Then B and B lie symmetrically with respect to A (i.e., B A = B A ). The midpoint N of B and A cannot coincide with M. Take N as the center of symmetry. Then A corresponds to B, and since AB = A B = A B the point A must correspond to either B or B . But A and B cannot correspond to each other, i.e., N cannot be their midpoint, since this midpoint must, when M is the center of symmetry, correspond to the midpoint of B and A , i.e., N , and thus cannot coincide with N . Thus, when N is the center of symmetry, A must correspond symmetrically to B . Thus, BB = AA . 2
Brodén points out that the transformation of an object along a line does not presuppose the parallel axiom, i.e., Axiom XIV. But, he continues, if the parallel axiom holds, the transformation becomes simpler than would otherwise be the case, since then not only the line L along which the transformation is performed will correspond to itself, but every line parallel to L will do so. Furthermore, he continues, every line M perpendicular to L, and consequently perpendicular to every line parallel to L, will correspond to another line parallel to M. From this it follows that, since the "perpendicular distance," i.e., the shortest distance, between two parallel lines is constant, along each line parallel to L the same transformation will be performed as along L.
Brodén claims that an arbitrary transformation of an object in the plane, through the composition of transformations along two mutually perpendicular lines, is possible. From this it follows, he points out, that two lines are perpendicular if each of them is perpendicular to one of two mutually perpendicular lines; i.e., the geometry must be Euclidean and thus Axiom XIV is satisfied. With this he can let every substitution x = x 1 + h, y = y 1 + k represent a "coordinate transformation." Thus, when doing a coordinate transformation, Brodén presupposes the parallel axiom, i.e., Axiom XIV. Now Brodén has constructed a coordinate system and he has shown how he can transform an object in this system. He proceeds to seek the arithmetic relation between the x-and y-values for points on a line. He first remarks that the points (x 1 , y 1 ) and (−x 1 , −y 1 ) are on the same line through O and that this is independent of the parallel axiom. He shows this in the following way: Proof. The two points P = (x 1 , y 1 ) and P = (x 1 , −y 1 ) are symmetrical with respect to the x-axis. Hence the line through O and P and the line through O and P will be symmetric with respect to the x-axis. Let the two points R and R on these lines be symmetric to P respectively P , with respect to O (such that OR = OP = OP = OR ). Then R and R also have to be symmetric to the x-axis:
But P and R , respectively P and R, also correspond symmetrically to each other with respect to a line through O, different from the x-axis, as axis of symmetry. With respect to this line the midpoints to P and P , respectively R and R, also form a symmetric pair. But these midpoints belong to the x-axis. Thus the x-axis must be perpendicular to the aforementioned axis of symmetry, which hence must coincide with the y-axis. Thus the points R and R are (−x 1 , −y 1 ) and (−x 1 , y 1 ). In other words, (x 1 , y 1 ) and (−x 1 , −y 1 ) are on the same line through O. 2 Now Brodén can present an equation for the line. To do this he once again considers the line ROP , where P = (x 1 , y 1 ), R = (−x 1 , −y 1 ), and P is in the first quadrant (i.e., x 1 > 0, y 1 > 0). He again presupposes Axiom XIV and performs the coordinate transformation such that the point R is transformed to the point O. The coordinates for O then become (x 1 , y 1 ) and for P , (2x 1 , 2y 1 ) . He observes that the coordinates of those two points are in the same proportion. He further claims that, by simple reasoning, he can show that the same holds for all the points on the line whose abscissas (x-values) have the form a/2 n (a and n integers); i.e., the relation between y and x is constant for all the points on the line. He further asserts that, as long as he keeps to the mentioned abscissas, the equation of the line through O and P = (x 1 , y 1 ) becomes
He then argues that, when one returns to the original origin O, i.e., doing another coordinate transformation, the equation of the line keeps the same form, and it can be proved that the same equation holds for all the points on the line. But for simplicity he ignores this proof, and only states that the equation for a line not passing through the origin is obtained through a coordinate transformation. What now remains for Brodén to do is to determine the constant relation between the distance from a point on the line to the origin and the abscissa. To do this he considers the rotation of a line around a point. He determines the rotation around a point O as being the composition of two symmetric equivalences, whose axis of symmetry passes through O. To obtain a rotation for which the positive part of the x-axis is transferred into that part of the line through O under consideration, which lies in the first quadrant, he takes the symmetric equivalence in which these two directions correspond to each other, and thereafter takes the symmetric equivalence in where the new direction of the x-axis is the axis of symmetry. The result is a rotation of the coordinate system around the origin:
Brodén now supposes that in this rotation the direction OY is transferred into the direction OQ. In the same way as in the case of transforming a line along itself, he states that he can now show that an asymmetric equivalence can be established in which OX corresponds to OY and OP to OQ; i.e., he can establish a 90 • rotation of the line. He then asserts that from this it follows that the equation for the line OQ must be either x =
y. To decide which equation is valid, he considers the symmetric equivalence in which the directions OX and OY correspond to each other, and where the lines x = x 1 and y = y 1 correspond to y = x 1 and x = y 1 respectively; i.e., the point P = (x 1 , y 1 ) corresponds to the point (y 1 , x 1 ) and the line OP (i.e., y = 
x.
It is now easy for Brodén to determine the distance OP . He considers the line through P perpendicular to OP , which intersects the x-axis in the point T . After a coordinate transformation, Brodén states that the equation for this line is
Brodén now lets y = 0 and obtains the abscissa for the point T :
He further considers the symmetric equivalence that interchanges the directions OP and OX. With this equivalence, he says, P must correspond to a point P on OX, and T to a point T on OP . He claims that, since T P is perpendicular to OP , T P must also be perpendicular to OX, and further OP = OP and OT = OT : 
Letting OP = r and doing a coordinate transformation, he now obtains the formula for calculating the distance between two arbitrarily chosen points (x 1 , y 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 ), which is
In this formula, Brodén claims, the entire plane Euclidean geometry lies embedded, in the sense that "everything" can be derived from this formula, after the required notions have been defined in a suitable way. Thus, he asserts that he has proved that his first 14 axioms are sufficient for establishing plane Euclidean geometry.
Upon adding Axioms XV and XVI, Brodén claims that every point can be unambiguously represented with the coordinates (x, y, z). In a similar manner as in the two-dimensional case, he claims that he can prove the sufficiency of the 16 axioms for establishing Euclidean three-dimensional geometry, by deducing the distance formula
However, he does not carry out the proof.
Brodén's 1912 paper
The axiomatic system
After the publication of the 1890 article, it seems that Brodén changed his field of interest. It was not until 1911, when he went to the Second Scandinavian Mathematical Congress in Copenhagen, that he resumed his work on the foundations of geometry.
During the end of the 19th century mathematics had gradually improved its position in Scandinavia. Of special importance during this period was the founding of Acta Mathematica by Gösta Mittag-Leffler in 1882, which from the outset became one of the leading international journals. As a result of the mathematical development in Scandinavia, Mittag-Leffler took the initiative to launch a Scandinavian Mathematical Congress. The first congress took place in Stockholm in 1909 and became a monument to the mathematical development that had so far been achieved.
The Second Scandinavian Mathematical Congress was held from August 28 to 31, 1911. In all 93 mathematicians from Denmark, Norway, and Sweden took part, and 23 lectures were given. Proceedings were printed the following year in Nielsen [1912] . Two talks were given on the foundations of geometry. Johannes Hjelmslev (1873 Hjelmslev ( -1950 , professor at the university of Copenhagen, gave a talk with the title Nye Undersøgelser over Geometriens Grundlag ("New Investigations on the Foundations of Geometry"), and Brodén's talk was entitled Ett axiomsystem för den euklidiska geometrien ("An Axiomatic System for the Euclidean Geometry").
The most striking difference between Brodén's 1890 and Congress articles is that the latter is considerably briefer in its presentation (13 pages compared to 37 pages). In the Congress article Brodén does not discuss if his motivation is a pedagogical one and he does not say anything about his philosophical conception of geometry. He also gives a very meager discussion on how a scientific axiomatic system should be built up, i.e., what criteria the basic notions and axioms should fulfil. He just mentions that, to the greatest extent possible, the axioms should be empirically evident, and the whole system of axioms should be simple, natural, and homogeneous [Brodén, 1912, p. 133] . At the end of the article he also brings up the sufficiency of the axioms and he discusses their necessity. With these later additions, the criteria for an axiomatic system becomes almost the same in the two articles.
Brodén starts with determining the two basic notions "point" and "immediate equality of distance," and thereafter he proceeds with stating the axioms [Brodén, 1912, pp. 124-128] :
I. Fundamental axiom
Brodén refers to Axiom 14 as an Archimedean axiom, and this might be the reason for him to include this axiom in the group of continuity axioms. Hilbert's version of the Archimedean axiom permits an isomorphism between scalar arithmetic and a system of real arithmetic. However, Axiom 14 is weaker than the Archimedean axiom and should only be considered as an axiom of ordering. This is discussed more precisely in Section 4.1.
Axiom 15 just states "completeness axiom," referring to Hilbert. Hilbert's completeness axiom permits a correspondence between the real numbers and the points on a line.
After stating the axioms, Brodén gives a proof of sufficiency by deriving the distance formula. He carries through this proof in the same way as in 1890.
After proving sufficiency of the axioms, Brodén discusses their necessity, i.e., if they are independent from each other. This is, he claims, an incomparably more complicated question than proving the sufficiency of the axioms. He does not carry out a proof of independence of all the axioms, but only considers the special question of whether the two axioms of continuity, Axioms 14 and 15, are independent from the others. He proves this explicitly by formulating a model in which the remaining axioms are fulfilled, but Axioms 14 and 15 are not. Since he has a two-dimensional model, he leaves out the axioms considering the space.
The model is a finite geometry consisting of nine points. When arranged in a 3 × 3 matrix and letting the distance be a between two points in the same row or column and b if not, three points will form a line if in the same row, column, or element of the determinant; i.e., there will be 12 lines in the model. In this model Brodén can easily check that all the remaining axioms, except Axioms 7, 14 and 15, are fulfilled. For example, considering the line 1 5 9, it uniquely determines a symmetric correspondence of points in which the symmetric pairs 2-4, 3-7 and 6-8 are formed. If it is assumed that a = b, then also Axiom 7 is satisfied. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
It is easily realized that Axiom 14 is not satisfied, since the model only has 9 points and Axiom 14 implies that the geometry must have infinitely many points. Brodén might consider Axiom 15 not to be satisfied since the three points of a line do not correspond to the real numbers.
Brodén also briefly discusses some differences between Hilbert's axiomatic system and his own. He asks whether his finite model would satisfy all of Hilbert's axioms, except the Archimedean and completeness axioms. This is not the case, he concludes, since Hilbert's axioms already have as a consequence that a line has infinitely many points. The reason for this is that, in Hilbert's system, the notion "between" plays the role of a basic notion. In Brodén's system the notion "between" cannot be defined until after Axiom 14 has been introduced. Thus, at least as long as we stay within the plane, Hilbert's axioms, excluding the two concerning continuity, contain something more than Brodén's corresponding axioms.
Differences from the 1890 system
The main difference between Brodén's two axiomatic systems is that in the version of the Congress article the concept of symmetry is not as striking as in the 1890 version. In the 1890 system, symmetry was used to characterize the line and the plane and, with the help of symmetry, Brodén could extend the notion of immediate equality of distance. In the Congress article the concept of symmetry is not used to the same extent. The group of axioms concerning symmetry includes only two axioms, and they are introduced quite late, just before the two continuity axioms and the parallel axiom. In 1890 five axioms had a direct connection to symmetry (Axioms III, IV, XI, XII and XIII). In the Congress article Brodén, with Axioms 12 and 13, only retains Axiom III and a slightly stronger version of Axiom XI.
The reason for not having to use symmetry to the same extent is Brodén's choice to introduce the line and the plane in a different manner. In 1890 he introduces the line with the help of two points on it and characterizes it completely before he introduces the plane. In the Congress article he claims that he uses Leibniz' definitions of the plane and the line 9 and he introduces the line with the help of the concept of the plane. He does not explain why he relinquishes his former idea of instead building up the geometry from point to line to plane.
However, it seems that Brodén has not thought through this idea completely. As Contro remarks, there will be a problem later in the system when Brodén introduces Axiom 10, saying that the line through two points in a plane completely lies in the plane [Contro, 1985, p. 632] . Since the line and the plane have already been introduced, this axiom should be proved from the other axioms, or at least reduced to a simpler form. In the 1890 article this problem is avoided.
Axiom XVI from 1890, saying that two planes cannot have only one point in common and with that restricting the axiomatization to three dimensions, is not retained in the Congress article. This is discussed further in Section 4.3.
Axiom 14 is formulated in a different manner but has the same meaning as Axiom VI from 1890. To obtain continuity of the line, Brodén does not go through the complicated construction using c-systems to establish a bijection between the real numbers and the points of the line, as he did in 1890. Instead he just refers to Hilbert and states "completeness axiom." Brodén mentions that he already gave a formulation in 1890, but Hilbert only gave it in his second edition of Grundlagen der Geometrie in 1903. It seems that Brodén wants to indicate that he was far in advance of Hilbert in realizing the necessity of a completeness axiom, and at the same time it seems like he wants to give the impression that he had succeeded in formulating this axiom at the same abstract level, which was not the case. The completeness axiom is discussed further in the following section, in connection with the Archimedean axiom.
Influences on Brodén and evaluations of his work
The axioms of continuity
One of the most intricate questions regarding the axiomatization of Euclidean geometry concerns the principle of continuity. One of the main defects in Euclid's Elements was that continuity of the line was assumed intuitively and not postulated. This problem was eventually solved by Hilbert, who included two continuity axioms, the Archimedean axiom and the completeness axiom, in his second edition of Grundlagen der Geometrie from 1903.
In the Congress article Brodén gives two continuity axioms, Axioms 14 and 15. In the 1890 article he also gives two axioms, Axioms VI and VII, which are basically the same as the two axioms in the Congress article, at least for Brodén. In this section I will discuss Brodén's two versions of these axioms in relation to Hilbert's continuity axioms and related principles.
In his first edition of the Grundlagen der Geometrie from 1899, Hilbert gives only one continuity axiom. This is the so-called Archimedean axiom, 10 which he formulates in the following manner 11 :
Let A 1 be any point upon a straight line between the arbitrarily chosen points A and B. Take the points A 2 , A 3 , A 4 , . . . so that A 1 lies between A and A 2 , A 2 between A 1 and A 3 , A 3 between A 2 and A 4 , etc. Moreover, let the segments
be equal to one another. Then, among this series of points, there always exists a certain point A n such that B lies between A and A n .
This axiom corresponds to the process of estimating the distance between two points on a line by using a measuring stick. If we start at one point and successively traverse equal distances along the line towards the second point, the 10 Otto Stoltz (1842 Stoltz ( -1905 was probably the first to refer to this axiom as the Archimedean axiom [Stoltz, 1883, p. 504] . Archimedes explicitly formulated an axiom that agrees with this, but it was probably used even earlier. axiom guarantees that we will eventually pass the second point. Euclid's theory of proportion and the entire theory of measurements depend on this axiom [Eves, 1990, p. 86] .
In all editions of the Grundlagen der Geometrie Hilbert includes the Archimedean axiom. He slightly changes the formulation in later editions, however, they are all equivalent.
In the Congress article Brodén claims that, with Axiom 14, which is equivalent to his 1890 Axiom VI, he has a version of the Archimedean axiom. However, this statement is not true. Brodén's axiom gives an ordering of certain points of the line, in the sense that he can walk stepwise along the line, or successively traverse equally long segments along the line, without coming back to the point of departure. The axiom implies that the line can be extended indefinitely and consists of at least countably many points. But it does not imply that it is always possible to pass an arbitrarily chosen point on the line, and thus it does not imply the Archimedean axiom.
One could say that Brodén's Axiom VI bounds the line from below, in the sense that it forces the line to consist of at least countably many points and to be extended to infinity. On the other hand, the Archimedean axiom in some sense bounds the line from above, forcing every point of the line to be reachable.
The axioms Hilbert gave in 1899 are not enough to guarantee the continuity of the line, i.e., that the line is homeomorphic to the real numbers R. To complete the line he includes in the second edition of the Grundlagen der Geometrie, from 1903, a second axiom of continuity, the so-called completeness axiom, which was formulated in the following manner 12 :
To system of points, straight lines, and planes, it is impossible to add other elements in such a manner that the system thus generalized shall form a new geometry obeying all of the five groups of axioms [. . .] .
With this is meant that a proper extension in which all the axioms remain true is not possible. If a point, before the extension, lies between two other points, it should still do so afterward, and congruent lines and angles should stay congruent. This axiom, together with the axioms it depends on, immediately implies that the set of all points lying on a given line is homeomorphic to the real numbers R, the set of all points of a plane is homeomorphic to R 2 , and the set of all points in space is homeomorphic to R 3 .
In the seventh edition of the Grundlagen der Geometrie, from 1930, Hilbert gives a weaker version of the completeness axiom, since he realized that it is enough to determine the continuity of the line with an axiom to be able to prove the original completeness axiom 13 :
An extension of a set of points on a line with its order and congruence relations that would preserve the relations existing among the original elements as well as the fundamental properties of line order and congruence that follows from [. . .] [the axioms of order, axioms of congruence and the Archimedean axiom] is impossible.
In 1928 Richard Baldus refers to the completeness axiom as Hilbert's most original achievement in the development of axiomatics. The character of the completeness axiom differs from those of the other axioms, in that it does not state new relations between the basic notions, but says something about the relation between the axiomatic system and the objects which may conceivably satisfy it. The completeness axiom is a metatheoretical statement, though in a peculiar sense, since the theory with which it is concerned includes the axiom itself [Torretti, 1978, p. 234] . However, the axiom can be expressed in a different and more transparent manner. In 1930 Baldus showed that the Cantorian axiom 14 gives the full import of the completeness axiom 15,16 : 12 "Die Elemente (Punkte, Geraden, Ebenen) der Geometrie bilden ein System von Dingen, welches bei Aufrechterhaltung sämtlicher genannten Axiome keiner Erweiterung mehr fähig ist." [Hilbert, 1903, p. 16] . English translation from Hilbert [1950, p. 25 [Hilbert, 1930, p. 30] . English translation from Hilbert [1971, p. 26] . 14 The Cantorian axiom is usually referred to as the Nested Intervals Theorem. In 1874 Cantor uses the principle in his first proof of the nondenumerability of the reals. 15 This was done already in 1900 by Mario Pieri. 16 "Liegt in einer Geraden eine unendliche Folge von Strecken A ν B ν derart, daβ jede dieser Strecken ihre Endpunkte innerhalb der vorhergehenden hat und daβ es keine Strecke auf der Geraden gibt, die innerhalb aller Strecken A ν B ν liegt, dann gibt es einen Punkt, der innerhalb aller Strecken A ν B ν liegt." [Baldus, 1930, p. 12] .
If, on a straight line, there is an infinite sequence of segments A ν B ν such that each of these segments has its endpoints within the previous one and such that there is no segment on the line inside all the segments A ν B ν , then there is a point within all the segments A ν B ν .
With Axiom VII, Brodén already had some type of completeness axiom in 1890. Here he makes a construction to obtain a one-to-one correspondence between all real numbers and the points on the straight line. However, Brodén's axiom does not have the metatheoretical character of Hilbert's version. Instead it involves a construction of the points of the line and assumes the existence of the points constructed in an infinite process. Thus, it reduces the axiomatic construction to the theory of real numbers.
We can easily realize that Axiom VII implies Baldus's version of the Cantorian axiom, and thus Hilbert's completeness axiom. But the Cantorian axiom does not imply Brodén's Axiom VII. We can see this since Brodén's axiom immediately implies a correspondence between every point of the line and every real number, but the Cantorian axiom does not necessarily imply that every point on the line has a corresponding real number. This we can easily realize if we for example consider Veronese's model from 1894 of a non-Archimedean geometry, where the Cantorian axiom and thus Hilbert's completeness axiom is fulfilled, but Brodén's Axiom VII is not [Veronese, 1894, p. 184]: In the Euclidean plane there is an infinite sequence of equidistant parallel lines. If we assume that every Euclidean line is run through from the left to the right, and the sequence of Euclidean lines is run through from bottom to top, we can consider the collection of Euclidean lines to form a line in the new geometry. If we compare the segment AB with the segment AA 1 according to the illustration, we see that the Archimedean axiom is not fulfilled. It is easily seen that the Cantorian axiom is fulfilled, but Brodén's Axiom VII is obviously not. This example also shows that the Archimedean axiom is independent of the Cantorian axiom:
Brodén needs Axiom VI to be able to construct the points of the line corresponding to the integers. These are necessary for him in order to formulate Axiom VII. With Axiom VII the line is identical to the real numbers, and since the real numbers are Archimedean, so is the line. However, in 1890 Brodén does not say anything regarding the Archimedean axiom, and might not be aware of its importance.
In the Congress article Brodén does not formulate a completeness axiom, but only states [Brodén, 1912, p. 128] :
Axiom 15. Completeness axiom.
He is probably referring to Hilbert's formulation of the axiom in the second or third edition of the Grundlagen der Geometrie from 1903 or 1909. This is a mistake that leads to the most serious defect in the Congress article. Hilbert's completeness axiom is weaker than Brodén's original formulation in Axiom VII of 1890. When Brodén, in the Congress article, chooses to use Hilbert's completeness axiom instead of his own version and at the same time does not give a stronger formulation of Axiom 14, the Archimedean axiom can no longer be proved and a nonArchimedean geometry is still possible. Thus Brodén's axiomatic system in the Congress article is not complete. Brodén probably does not realize this in his eager efforts to point out the similarities between his and Hilbert's axiomatic systems, and thus by mistake introduces this defect. Thus, evidently, the Congress axiomatization is inferior to the 1890 axiomatization.
Sufficiency
One of the criteria Brodén gives that a scientific system should fulfil is that the sufficiency of the axioms for arranging geometry under certain logical forms should be clear. Since Brodén does not specify what he means with "sufficiency" or "logical forms," it is difficult to interpret this criterion in a reliable manner. Considering the proof of sufficiency he carries out, it is possible to further investigate the meaning of the sufficiency criterion.
In the proof of sufficiency Brodén deduces the distance formula for calculating the distance between two arbitrary points. He claims that the entire Euclidean geometry lies embedded in this formula in the sense that "everything" can be derived from this formula, after the required notions have been defined in a suitable way.
Brodén's statement that Euclidean geometry lies embedded in the distance formula probably originates from his view on geometry. According to him geometry, like any other science, seeks to reduce all phenomena to motion, and motion is just a change in certain relations between objects. With the distance formula all the changes in the relations between the objects can be described. In this sense it should be enough to deduce the distance formula to be able to describe the entire Euclidean geometry, or in Brodén's words, to derive "everything." By "everything can be derived" Brodén probably means that every statement we intuitively consider to be a true statement of Euclidean geometry can be derived from the axioms.
Brodén's demand that the axioms should be sufficient to derive what is regarded as Euclidean geometry is similar to Hilbert's early position toward the completeness criterion. But Hilbert later replaced this position by maximum consistency when adding the completeness axiom to avoid the circular demand that appears when the axiomatic system is used to decide whether a given proposition is a proposition of geometry.
Contro claims that Brodén in the 1890 article with the proof of sufficiency implicitly proves consistency of his axiomatic system [Contro, 1985, p. 632] . 17 In fact, Brodén does not, in either of the two articles, discuss consistency in relation to the proof of sufficiency. But from our point of view, Brodén's proof of sufficiency could possibly be interpreted as some kind of consistency proof, as I will try to explain:
Since Brodén has an empirical view of geometry and claims that experience cannot lead to logical contradictions, he must consider his system to be without contradictions. Thus, in this sense, we could consider his system to be consistent. In the proof of sufficiency of the axioms he has implicitly shown that from them he can construct a coordinate system, i.e., Cartesian geometry. Therefore, since he considers his system to be consistent and Cartesian geometry can be deduced from it, he has, in this sense, proved the consistency of Cartesian geometry. I do not, however, believe that Brodén had a general concept of consistency, for instance the concept later developed by Hilbert.
The problem of dimension
In his 1890 article, Brodén claims that he has to introduce Axiom XVI, saying that two planes cannot have only one point in common, to exclude the fourth dimension. Later he makes a brief comment that it is not the task of mathematics to investigate why space should have three dimensions. These are the only times he mentions the concept of dimension in the article.
To me it seems that Brodén has to introduce Axiom XVI since he does not presuppose the space to have three dimensions. But he probably thinks of the plane as being two-dimensional. This, and the fact that Axiom XVI does not appear in the Congress article, made me think further about the problem of dimension, i.e., whether Brodén's system actually forces geometry to be three-dimensional and whether Axiom XVI is necessary.
In 1890 Brodén introduces, with Axiom II, the line with the help of the concept of Einzig or singularly related to. If the geometry should in any sense be Euclidean, this forces the line to be of dimension one. However, in Axiom X, Brodén defines the plane to be a system of points, such that a straight line through two of its points completely belongs to the system, without filling it entirely. With this axiom the plane could be a hyperplane of any dimension greater than or equal to 2.
If, for example, we think of the plane as the hyperplane of dimension three, there will not be a problem when we introduce Axioms XI, XII and XIII, concerning symmetric equivalence. We could think of the symmetric equivalence as a 180 • rotation of the hyperplane around the line determined by the two points in question.
However, there will be a problem in introducing Axiom XIV, the parallel axiom, if the plane is a hyperplane of dimension 3 or greater. This axiom is crucial, since the complete locus of symmetrically corresponding points with the same mutual distance as the distance between two given points must form two lines. This is not the case in the hyperplane version. If the plane were of three dimensions, then the complete locus would form a cylinder instead. This implies that the plane must be of two dimensions. Still, it might be possible that the entire space is of dimension 4 or higher. But, if this were the case, and we chose three arbitrary points in space, then there would be infinitely many planes through these three points, also when they are not in a straight line, and hence Axiom XV would not be fulfilled. Thus the plane must be two-dimensional and embedded in a three-dimensional space, just as we would wish.
So the first 15 axioms in the 1890 article force space to be of three dimensions, and hence it is unnecessary to introduce Axiom XVI to exclude a fourth dimension. The axioms already given will imply that 2 planes, of dimension two and embedded in three dimensions, cannot have only one point in common, since they are complete. Thus Axiom XVI is dependent on the previous axioms and should be excluded.
In the Congress article Brodén did not include Axiom XVI. However, this does not necessarily mean that he realized that the axiom was superfluous in the 1890 axiomatic system, since in the Congress article the problem of dimension does not depend on the parallel axiom. Brodén chooses to introduce the plane and the line in a different way, so the problem of dimension does not arise.
If we assume space is of dimension n and introduce the plane with Axiom 2, then the plane must necessarily be of dimension n − 1. Axiom 3 introduces the line in such a way that it necessarily must be of dimension n − 2 and, in a similar manner, Axiom 4 introduces the midpoint, which must be of dimension n − 3. But Axiom 4 also states that the midpoint must, obviously, consist of only one point, and thus be of dimension 0. Hence the space is of dimension 3, and Brodén does not have to worry about the dimension anymore. Thus, he does not have to include Axiom XVI in the Congress article.
Influences on Brodén
In both his articles Brodén refers to a number of works by other mathematicians and philosophers. In this section I will discuss some of the references Brodén gives, and by whom he might have been influenced.
In the 1890 article, most of the references are given in the beginning, where Brodén treats philosophical questions regarding the nature of geometry. In his view on the status of geometry as a natural science, it seems that Brodén is influenced by Helmholtz. He refers, in particular, to two of Helmholtz' articles: Über den Ursprung und die Bedeutung der Geometrischen Axiome, from 1876, and Über den Ursprung und Sinn der geometrischen Sätze, from 1882. With these two articles Helmholtz took part in a debate with Kantian philosophers about the epistemological status of non-Euclidean geometry. He argued that, in general, geometry derives from physical measurements, rather than from a priori features of our spatial intuition. This implies that Euclidean geometry only represents one possible outcome of our spatial measurements, and therefore it is an empirical choice between it and various non-Euclidean geometries [DiSalle, 1993, pp. 498-500] .
In the 1890 article Brodén has similar ideas. He names empirical evidence as one of the criteria for how his system should be built up, and, when it comes to the choice between Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry, he talks about the "approximative" validity of the parallel axiom, Axiom XIV. It is not impossible, he claims, that this axiom is not true. If it is not true, a "pseudo-spheric," i.e., hyperbolic, geometry is obtained, where there are infinitely many lines through a given point outside a given line that do not meet this line. Again referring to Helmholtz, Brodén questions whether Euclidean geometry is the only possible geometry in which we live, but until further notice he admits the validity of Euclidean geometry, since no measurements have so far been able to demonstrate something else. These statements on the nature of geometry suggest that Brodén was influenced by Helmholtz. In addition to the references made to Helmholtz, Brodén in the 1890 article also refers to Dedekind and Cantor. Specifically, he refers to Dedekind's 1872 article Stetigkeit und irrationale Zahlen, where the theory of Dedekind cuts for defining the real numbers is developed. Another article referred to is Was sind und was sollen die Zahlen? from 1888. Here Dedekind, using set-theoretic ideas, gives a theory of the integers. Furthermore, Brodén mentions two articles by Cantor, Über die verschiedenen Standpunkte in bezug auf das aktuale Unendliche from 1886 and Beiträge zur Lehre vom Transfiniten. Regarding the latter, he probably gave the wrong title and actually meant Mitteilungen zur Lehre vom Transfiniten from 1886-1887. Both articles Brodén refers to present discussions of philosophical questions concerning the infinite. It is not immediately clear why Bodén chooses to refer to them. Brodén again refers to Cantor when he claims that arithmetic is independent of time-and space-intuition. In the same discussion Brodén claims that geometry can be totally expressed in arithmetic terms. This idea he probably attributes to Dedekind. Brodén's conclusion is that geometry is independent of time-and space-intuition and thus becomes a possible logical form among many others, whose special importance is gained through reality.
In this discussion, Brodén takes Cantor as an authority to criticize Kant's view of geometry as being the result of pure intuition of space and time. Cantor is a Platonist who considers mathematical truths to exist a priori, independent of us [Dauben, 1979, p. 83] . But at the same time, Brodén considers his own view on the nature of geometry to be a development of Kant's theories without considering Kant's conception of geometry as synthetic a priori. This shows perhaps a lack of deeper thought behind Brodén's philosophical discussion. On the one hand, he is clearly influenced by Helmholtz' empirical view of geometry, and, on the other, he appeals to Cantor, who does not consider geometry to be an empirical science.
When we consider the mathematical part of Brodén's 1890 article, we see further traces of possible influence from Cantor. If we compare Brodén's Axiom VII, where he gets, through a construction, a one-to-one correspondence between the real numbers and the points of the line, to Cantor's theory of the real numbers, we can see some similarities. Cantor constructs the real numbers from the rationals by considering Cauchy sequences of rational numbers. Brodén transfers this idea to the straight line, where he considers a sequence of binary fractions corresponding to bisected distances. However, he does not give any specific references to Cantor regarding this.
Brodén begins his Congress article by claiming that his 1890 axiomatic system exhibits similarities with those of Hilbert, Veronese, and Pieri, among others. The interesting thing is that they published their work on the foundations of geometry after 1890, and thus Brodén cannot, at least in his 1890 work, have been influenced by them. However, it is also unlikely that they were influenced by Brodén. Hilbert and Pieri might, of course, have read the summary of Brodén's 1890 article in Jahrbuch über die Fortschritte der Mathematik, where he gives the basic mathematical ideas behind his system, but they most certainly did not read the whole article, since it was published in Swedish.
In the Congress article Brodén does not refer to any specific work, but concerning Hilbert it is obvious that he is referring to the second or third edition of Grundlagen der Geometrie, considering that the first edition did not include a completeness axiom. With this reference, Brodén probably wants to point out the importance of his work and stress, in particular, the early appearance of his first article. This is a very intriguing comment, since, in the 1890 article, he claims that his attempt to axiomatize geometry should in no way be considered original.
Brodén mentions Giuseppe Veronese (1854 Veronese ( -1917 and Mario Pieri (1860 -1913 at the end of the Congress article in a short discussion on the choice to reduce the notions to the two basic notions "point" and "immediate equality of distance." He claims that Veronese and Pieri have expressed the possibility of constructing an axiomatic system for Euclidean geometry with these two basic notions, but that they, as far as he knows, have not carried through this thought. Contro claims that this statement shows that Brodén did not know of Pieri's La geometria elementare istituita sulle nozioni di punta e sfera from 1908, where he does exactly this. Probably Brodén read of Pieri's work in Enriques' article in Enzyklopädie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften, which was written the year before Pieri's 1908 article [Enriques, 1907] , and thus only refers to his earlier work. Considering Veronese, Brodén probably refers to Grundzüge der Geometrie, from 1894, which was a translation of his 1891 book in Italian. It is not possible that Brodén and Veronese were influenced by each other; Veronese's Italian edition appeared after Brodén's 1890 article, which he most certainly did not know of, but before Brodén's summary in Jahrbuch über die Fortschritte der Mathematik appeared.
Brodén in neither of his articles mentions Moritz Pasch (1853 Pasch ( -1930 , who in 1882 managed to develop a complete axiomatic system for projective geometry. 18 This does, however, not indicate that Brodén had no knowledge of Pasch's work. But Brodén's way of building up his axiomatic system renders unlikely any direct influence of Pasch's work upon Brodén. For Pasch, the concept "between" was of great importance in building up projective geometry. Brodén cannot define "between" until after Axiom VI, and he does not have to use the concept at all throughout his system. Characteristic of Brodén's axiomatization of Euclidean geometry, particularly for the 1890 system, but also for the 1912 version, is his use of symmetries, the symmetric correspondence in the line and the symmetric equivalence in the plane. It is unclear by whom Brodén might thus have been influenced. Since Brodén, in 1890, gives careful references concerning his discussion on the more philosophical questions regarding the nature of geometry, but does not give any references concerning his axiomatic system, and in particular his use of symmetries, this suggests that the latter was his own idea. The fact that, in the Congress article, he does not give any references to material that preceded his earlier work further supports this claim. 18 The work is reprinted in Pasch [1976] , together with an appendix by Max Dehn. The axiomatic system is investigated in detail by Contro [1976] .
Conclusion
In 1912 Brodén claims that he anticipated Hilbert when he already in his 1890 axiomatization of Euclidean geometry gave a formulation of a completeness axiom. In this article I have investigated and analyzed what Brodén did in 1890 and I have compared this early work with his 1912 axiomatic system. I have also discussed its relation to Hilbert's work on Euclidean geometry. Furthermore, I have investigated Brodén's conception of geometry as outlined in his 1890 article.
Brodén seems to have trouble giving a philosophical justification for his axiomatization. He has an empirical view of geometry and he wants to obtain a theoretical basis for the fact that the external reality as described by Euclidean geometry corresponds to experience. This idea agrees with Helmholtz' conception of Euclidean geometry as representing the only possible outcome of our spatial measurements. But, at the same time, by appealing to Cantor, Brodén considers geometry to be a priori. He claims that his axiomatic system is correct by referring to the inherent consistency of reality. At the same time he declares that there can be many possible geometries. It is a little difficult for the reader to understand what status his particular axiomatization has among these many other possibilities.
Brodén's view of geometry as being a science that seeks to reduce different relations to motion, guides him in his choice to reduce the notions of geometry to "point" and "immediate equality of distance." A similar choice of basic notions was made by Pieri in 1908 . With the help of the basic notions, Brodén develops the system of axioms. Original in his axiomatic system is the use of symmetries. For example, by performing reflections about two lines through a fixed point, he rotates a line about that point. This seems to have been an unusual approach at that time.
Brodén in 1890 solved the problem of continuity of the line with Axioms VI and VII, which make the line the same as the real numbers. The real numbers by Cantor's theory are complete and Archimedean, and therefore so also is the line. However, in the 1912 Congress article Brodén, inspired by Hilbert, exchanges Axiom VII to the weaker Axiom 15, and Hilbert's Archimedean axiom no longer follows.
It is not possible to conclude from Brodén's work that he anticipated Hilbert. However, even though he is eclectic in his philosophy of geometry and did not possess the general concepts of a formal system, Brodén still manages to present an axiomatic system of Euclidean geometry that is quite remarkable.
